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 PATIENT SERVICE AGREEMENT   

 

Allimac Mobile Phlebotomy Lab (AMPL) is responsible for the drawing and delivery of 

laboratory specimens. AMPL does not collect any specimens without a physician order or a 

request from a laboratory.  AMPL is not allowed to give any medical advice, treat, or diagnose 

anyone.  

AMPL handles the delivery of all samples to their proper laboratory. If a sample is being 

collected for a laboratory that needs to be picked up via courier service, AMPL is not 

responsible for any delay of arrival to the laboratory, due to weather conditions or any other 

problems that may occur once the sample has been delivered or picked up by courier service.   

AMPL is not responsible for any errors that may occur at the laboratory. It is the labs 

responsibility to process specimen once received by AMPL.  In the event of a lab error, AMPL 

would gladly return to recollect the sample at a discounted rate. Any error made by AMPL will 

be corrected at no extra charge.    

Any billing questions or problems for tests collected for this service should be directed to your 

insurance company or the laboratory billing department.  

Payment for services provided is collected on the date of service.  

AMPL does not bill insurance companies, any claims must be submitted by the client, with no 

guarantee of reimbursement.   

AMPL is an independent convenience service. Our company is not affiliated with any 

laboratories or doctor’s offices.  AMPL does not have the authorization to give discounts for any 

lab tests that are being collected.     

Under no circumstances will AMPL give out clients personal information to unauthorized 

personnel. All clients information is always kept personal and confidential.  We are fully HIPPA 

compliant and respect the privacy of the individuals we serve. 
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Please be advised that AMPL is not responsible for any outstanding balances with LabCorp or 

Quest and will need to be settled prior to a scheduled home lab draw. The labs have the right to 

decline specimens of patients with outstanding balances.  

COMPLICATIONS AND SIDE EFFECTS 

 Patients should avoid strenuous activities for 24hrs such as heavy lifting, sports or 

carrying handbags with the arm which bloodwork was drawn. 

  

 Patients may experience temporary dizziness or light headiness, if fasting, watching, or 

anemia. (Not sure what you trying to say here) 

 

 Please be mindful that minor bruising or swelling at the site of inject may occur. 

 

I have read, or have had read to me, the above terms and conditions and I agree to have my lab 

sample collected. 

 

_____________________                         _________________  

Signature          Date              

 
 
______  I hereby acknowledge that I was  provided copy of this form 
Initials  

 


